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Abstract — Mining the web is defined as discovering knowledge from hypertext and World Wide 
Web.   The World Wide Web is one of the longest rising areas of intelligence gathering. Now a day there 
are billions of web pages, HTML archive accessible via the internet, and the number is still increasing. 
However, considering the inspiring diversity of the web, retrieving of interestingness web based content 
has become a very complex task. The large amount of data heterogeneity, complex format, high 
dimensional data and lack of structure of web, knowledge mining is a challenging task.  

In this paper, it is proposed to introduce a new framework generated to handle unstructured complex 
data.  This web knowledge mining expertise brings forward a kind of XML-based distributed data mining 
architecture. Based on the research of web knowledge mining, XML is used to create well structured 
data. Web knowledge mining framework attempts to determine useful knowledge from derived data, 
complex format, and high dimensional data obtained from the interactions of the users through the Web. 

Keywords-  High dimensional data, Knowledge mining, XML.  

I  Introduction 

Data mining is the process which automates the extraction of predictive information, discovers the interesting 
knowledge from large amounts of data stored in databases, data warehouses or other information repositories. 
 The WWW continues to grow at a wonderful rate as an information gateway and as a medium for 
conducting business. Web knowledge mining has been widely used in the past for analyzing huge collections of 
data, and is currently being applied to a variety of domains. Based on several research studies web mining can 
be broadly classified into three domains: content, structure and usage mining. Web content mining is the process 
of extracting knowledge from the content of the actual web documents (text, content, multimedia, etc.). Web 
structure mining is targeting knowledge from the Web structure, hyperlink references and so on. Web usage 
mining attempts to discover useful knowledge from the secondary data obtained from the interactions of the 
users with the Web. Brief classifications of web mining are shown in fig.1 [2, 3, and 4] 
 

Figure 1 Classification of web knowledge mining framework 

Web Knowledge Mining is a Multidisciplinary field which is used for data mining, machine learning, 
natural language processing, statistics, databases, information retrieval and multimedia, etc. Web offers an 
unprecedented opportunity and challenges to knowledge mining. The amount of information on the Web is 
huge, and easily accessible. The coverage of Web information is very wide and diverse. Information/data of 
almost all types exist on the Web, e.g., structured tables, texts, multimedia data; etc.  
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A.  Web Structure Mining 
 It is  the  technique  to  analyze  and  explain  the  links  between  different  web  pages  and  web  sites.  
It mainly focuses on developing web crawlers. It works on hyperlinks and mines the topology of their 
arrangement. 

B. Web Content Mining  
 It focuses on extracting knowledge from the contents or their descriptions. It involves techniques for 
summarizing, classification and clustering of the web contents.  It can provide useful and interesting patterns 
about user needs and contribution behavior.   

C. Web Usage Mining 
 It focuses on digging the usage of web contents from the logs maintained on web servers, cookies logs, 
application server logs etc.  It  works on how and  when  user  moves  from  one  type  of  content  to  other.  
Thus, it can provide association between different contents. 

II. Literature Review  
In this paper, it is proposed to describe a framework that aims at a solution to mine unstructured 

complex web data. The framework proposes to acquire the outcome of the web knowledge mining process as 
input, and convert these results into actionable knowledge, by enriching them with information that can be 
extracted from unstructured complex data format. 

“A framework for mining evolving trends in Web data streams using dynamic learning and 
retrospective validation” It study the effect of similarity measures on the mining process and on the 
interpretation of the mined patterns in the harsh single pass requirement scenario. To propose a simple 
similarity measure that has the advantage of explicitly coupling the precision and coverage criteria to the early 
learning stages. It effectively handles high level stream data. But does not concentrate t noisy data. [8] 

 

Figure 2 Web Data Stream Frameworks 

 “Web Service Framework Research of Data Mining in E-business” It propose a service composition 
framework to support a Web services-based approach for developing e-business data mining applications. It can 
support only e- business data. It concentrates to mine domain based data. It doesn’t support complex format of 
the data. [9] 
 

Figure 3 Web Service Framework Research of Data Mining in E-business 

“Agent Based Framework for Semantic Web Content Mining “ This  work  focuses  on  proving  agent-based  
framework  for  mining  semantic  web contents  employing  clustering  techniques.  Clustering  will  help  
provide  user  with  query relevant  cluster  of  web  contents,  which  will  better  satisfy  user  requirement  and  
will  provide optimal utilization of web surfing time. It can extract semantic web contents using clustering 
methods. It doesn’t handle complex knowledge oriented data. [5] 
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Figure 4 Semantic Web Mining 

 “Intelligent web traffic mining and analysis” It proposes a concurrent neuro-fuzzy model to discover 
and analyze useful knowledge from the available Web log data. To made use of the cluster information 
generated by a self organizing map for pattern analysis and a fuzzy inference system to capture the chaotic trend 
to provide short-term (hourly) and long-term (daily) Web traffic trend predictions. Empirical results clearly 
demonstrate that the proposed hybrid approach is efficient for mining and predicting Web server traffic and 
could be extended to other Web environments as well. This framework can mine web traffic data, but doesn’t 
filter high dimensional volume, complex data format and unstructured data. [7] 

 

Figure 5 Web Traffic Mining Architecture 
 

 “An Evaluation of Techniques for Adaptive Search Web Mining Framework” this system deals with 
web personalization for individual viewers according to their taste & flavors. Provide a video on demand 
scheme, where viewers can choose their own video programs from the internet & customized web pages. For 
example  for  sports  video  –  cricket,  a  web  page  can  be personalized for cricket & can be faster. This 
framework can issue only multidimensional data. Doesn’t touch complex formats. [11] 

 Figure 6 Multidimensional Data Framework 
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 “A Knowledge Base for the maintenance of  knowledge extracted from web data  Knowledge-Based 
Systems” To introduce a Knowledge Base (KB), which consists of a database type repository for maintaining 
the patterns, and rules, as an independent program that consults the pattern repository. Using the proposed 
architecture, an artificial system or a human user can consult the KB in order to improve the relation between 
the web site and its visitors. The proposed structure was tested using data from a Chilean virtual bank, which 
proved the effectiveness of our approach. This framework can extract only particular domain based data. It 
doesn’t handle complex and noisy types of patterns. [10] 

Figure 7 Web Knowledge Extraction Frame work 
 

 “Comprehensive Survey of Framework for Web Personalization using Web Mining“ web mining  
coupled  with  recommendation  techniques  provides personalized contents at the disposal of users. It is 
customizing the content and structure of a web site to the specific and individual needs of each user taking 
advantage of the users navigational behavior.  The  methods  employed  to  analyze  the  collected  data includes 
Content-based  filtering,  Collaborative  filtering,  Rule-based filtering and Web Usage Mining.[12] 

 “A Dynamic Web Mining Framework for E-Learning  Recommendations using Rough Sets and 
Association Rule Mining”  This  framework attempts  to  engage  e-learners  at  an  early  stage  of  learning  by 
providing  navigation  recommendations.  E-learning personalization is done by mining the web usage data like 
recent browsing histories of learners of similar interest. [13] 

 “A Framework for Semantic Web Mining Model” This framework is a seven step process to find 
services but this model finds web services statically. It is proposed which is   a semantic web service mining 
model that allows finding services from existing services dynamically by using OWL-S ontologies. This work 
detects the services based on semantic relevance and this semantic relation can be identified by the ontology 
analysis. [14] 

 “A Web Usage Mining Framework for Mining Evolving User Profiles in Dynamic Web Sites “ This 
framework mines  web  usage patterns  from  web  log  files  of  a  real web  site that has all the challenging 
aspects of real-life web usage mining, including evolving user profiles and external data describing an ontology 
of the Web content.[15] 

 “ Multithreaded Fuzzy Logic based Web Services Mining Framework” Comparative study of  web  
services  compositions  with  mining  concepts  is  presented  in  this  paper.  This framework helps in finding 
valuable services and composing those services into composite web services. Framework  is  tested with  
different  UDDI  registries  of  large  sizes  and  the  results  are  compared  with  existing techniques.[16] 

III. Proposed Framework 

This section, presents a “Visual Web Knowledge Mining Architecture” for web data systems, which relies on 
mining and on visualization of Web Services log data captured in web environment. Web Knowledge Miner is a 
multi-phase architecture capable of dealing with Web services. XML based logs, and traditional Web server logs 
as input data. Currently, Web usage mining finds patterns in Web server logs. The logs are preprocessed to 
group requests from the same user into sessions during  the preprocessing,  irrelevant  information  for  Web 
usage  mining  such  as  background  images  and unsuccessful  requests  are  ignored. Databases are used 
instead of simple log files to store information to improve querying of massive log repositories and extract 
unstructured complex data. 
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Figure 8 Web Knowledge Mining Framework 

A. Data selection Phase 

This phase proposes the foundation for a flexible data input management system as a vital part of a generic 
solution for quick-response decision making.  It contains a collection of Web repositories such as mark up files, 
web log files, XML files, log files, elements; templates and Web page repositories. Data may be collected from 
(a) Web servers, (b) proxy servers, and (c) Web clients. Web servers collect large amounts of information in 
their log files. It is a data source for the framework.   

B. Parsing  Phase 

The parsing phase is a set of programs and parsers are used to prepare data for further processing. This phase 
uses X Query, X path, DTD, XSL-fo, XSLT and XML Schemas to feed the data repository, i.e., relational or 
XML native database. The Web logs parser (DOM/SAX) component is used to parse and transform plain ASCII 
files produced by a web server to a standard database format. This component is significant to create the 
architecture independent from the web server supplier. 

C. Preprocessing Phase 

The preprocessing phase is used to bind the illustrations of web services and web pages to sessions and to 
users. For instance, extraction, cleaning, transformation and loading operations are being done.  This phase is 
important to investigate the usage of the Web services composition used through user sessions. 

D. Data warehouse Phase 

The warehouse phase is a knowledge mining engine and is responsible for bulk loading XML data from the 
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database, executing SQL commands beside it and executes the mining algorithms. This phase integrates BI 
tools, e.g. OLAP and data mining, etc. It contains collection of website, data streams, data bases, data cubes, 
data files and web servers.  

E. Knowledge Phase 

    The knowledge phase is a repository of input/output for complex unstructured data. It also stores pre-
processed logs, sessions, and information about the web services execution. Several data mining algorithms, 
open source tools, OLAP, filters are used to mine the complex unstructured data. 

F. Visualization Phase 

Visualization phase should be used to present implicit and useful knowledge from request engine. Data can 
be viewed at typical levels such as reporting, analysis and operational system environment. This visual 
representation easily shows the inter relationships and dependencies between distinct components. Interactively, 
the model can be used to discover sensitivities and to do approximate optimization, etc. 

IV. Summary 

 In this paper, a new framework is proposed based on knowledge mining techniques to improve the 
efficiency and effectiveness of the traditional information retrieval process. The proposed framework is 
designed to enhance this interaction by analyzing user access behaviors within the system. In addition to the 
complex content analysis (i.e., content-based filtering), information is also retrieved according to everyone’s 
preferences and by request from other users. In contrast to the search engine, in which the users need to 
formulate a query composing of keywords, the request engine system automatically retrieves the unstructured 
and complex format information by analyzing both content and user access behavior. 

V. Conclusion & Future Work 

 The research work existing in this paper makes several offerings to the framework of request engine 
systems linked research. It is proposed to introduce a new Web knowledge mining framework used to 
structuring a Web-page. It attempts to determine useful knowledge from derived data and high dimensional data 
obtained from the interactions of the users through the Web. Additionally, this XML based distributed 
framework demonstrates on how it handles unstructured complex data formats. Research for more discoveries 
will be appropriate. In near future this framework can be extended to support a specific data set, algorithm 
oriented implementation. 
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